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Abstract 
 

In this paper, we explore ways in which .firms can influence the sourcing costs of 
their suppliers, participate in cost improvement at their suppliers’ end, manage the 
financial rows in the procurement chain and improve their design and development 
processes. We do so by exploring collaborative relationships involving the firms, their 
suppliers and their raw material suppliers. We base this exploration on the 
experiences of four firms in automotive industry, who are in the process of improving 
their supply-chain partnerships. Synthesizing the learnings from these case studies, we 
propose the concept of the Sourcing Hub. Through cross-case and within-case 
analyses, we explore the contingencies under which the sourcing hub can operate. Our 
research shows that developing relationships not only with suppliers, but also with 
suppliers’ suppliers can help firms capture some of the value that got lost in their race 
of becoming a lean organization. 
 
 

 



1 Introduction

Firms and their suppliers can create highly competitive supply chains by collaborating. Failure to

collaborate can result in ine¢ ciencies such as increases in material cost, distortion of information

as it moves through a supply chain or slow response to product design and development. By

entering into long-term supply chain partnerships, �rms can eliminate many of these problems

and ensure ongoing improvement.

In this paper, we explore how �rms can in�uence the sourcing costs of their largest suppliers,

participate in suppliers�e¤orts at cost improvement, manage the �nancial �ows in the procurement

chain and improve their design and development processes. We do so through the concept of the

Sourcing hub, a collaborative center involving the �rm, its suppliers and RM suppliers. We base

this exploration on the experiences of four automotive �rms that are in the process of improving

their supply chain partnerships �Tata Motors (India), CNX1 (Germany), Custbrake2 (France) and

Tata Daewoo Commercial Vehicles (South Korea). These �rms are in various stages of developing

their relationship with their suppliers� suppliers and therefore provide interesting insights into

the working of the sourcing hub concept. Through these comparative studies, we explain how

developing relationships with suppliers�suppliers can help �rms create a lower-cost supply chain

and regain some of the value lost in the process of becoming lean.

Our research was motivated by �rms�relentless pursuit of �core competence�philosophy. In

our view �rms were moving away from the complexity that surrounded them in their quest to

become lean. While this improved operational e¢ ciency, we wondered whether the �rms were

overlooking something in the process. We believe that managing the complexity itself could be

valuable, and that �rms that invest in managing complexity should be able to do so competitively.

The academic literature on sourcing decisions focuses on di¤erent aspects of the sourcing

problems such as the decision to make or buy, sourcing from a single supplier or from multiple

suppliers, and contracting between buyers and suppliers.

Many factors a¤ect decisions of make versus buy - these include demand uncertainty (Walker

and Weber 1984), complexity of sourced components (Masten, 1984;Novak and Eppinger, 2001),

and strategic decisions regarding �rm level competencies (Monteverde (1995). Ahmadjian and

Lincoln (2001) added to this view by exploring how a �rm�s quest for development of absorptive

capacity can be important in sourcing decisions. They documented how Toyota started in-house

investments in electronics to reduce its growing dependency on its parts supplier Denso, and to

develop absorptive capacity in an area that it saw as strategic to its future growth. Our research

was motivated by this link of outsourcing and learning and we explore how �rms can create value

(from lower costs and increased knowledge) by building upstream relationships.

Upstream relationships have been explored by Taylor and Wiggins (1997), who contrasted the

1Automotive OEM, name changed
2Automotive components supplier, name changed
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American bidding system for purchasing with the Japanese purchasing systems in Automobile

industry, and concluded that purchasing system in Japan promotes long term relationships by

focusing on open ended contracts. Their found that competitive bidding, large lot sizes, large

number of suppliers and the need for quality inspections go together. JIT supplies, long term

contracts and few suppliers also go together. Empirical studies of upstream supplier relation-

ships include those of Asanuma (1989) and Nishiguchi (1994). Asanuma argued that buyers

should initiate supplier relationships with relatively simple tasks, and subsequently undertake

more ambitious joint or delegated projects as the relationship matures. Nishiguchi explored the

development of outsourcing in Japanese automobile industry throughout the 1970�s and posited

that investments needed for production drive the decision to develop relationships with multiple

sources for the same component. Multiple sourcing is also prompted by the need of reducing un-

certainty in supplies (Ramasesh et al., 1991; Klotz and Chatterjee,1995) and technical complexity

(Riordan and Sappington,1989). Richardson and Roumasset (1995) added to the above results

by evaluating the mode of parallel sourcing �this is the case when we have similar components

for di¤erent models sourced from di¤erent suppliers. They concluded via simulations that, as the

cost of supplier performance increases, bene�ts of sole sourcing go down and parallel sourcing

becomes bene�cial.

The academic supply chain literature cited above focuses mainly on the characteristics of

partnership and the management practices between the �rm and its immediate suppliers, saying

relatively little about suppliers on the periphery of the �rm. However, in speci�c contexts, like

that of an automotive �rm, it may be bene�cial to include the suppliers�suppliers as a part of

the �rms�strategic sourcing ecosystem, since a large proportion of the �rm�s direct component

suppliers may be sourcing their raw materials from a very small number of additional suppliers.

In this scenario, building close relationships with second tier suppliers and raw material (RM)

suppliers may reinforce the strength of the focal �rm�s position. In this paper, we add to the above

literature by evaluating how �rms can add value to their supply chains by developing relationships

with the suppliers�suppliers.

A few scholars have looked at the problem of controlling input costs of suppliers. Signorelli and

Heskett (1983) document that Benetton supported their policy of postponement by buying yarn

for their subcontracted manufacturing. Barnes and Morris (1999) study the product pipeline at

an automotive �rm, its �rst-tier supplier, its second-tier supplier and RM supplier� four di¤erent

�rms and conclude that understanding the lower tiers of a supply chain is important. Ellram and

Billington (2001) document how an automaker facilitates raw material supply to its machine shop

contractor. Such a step helps build price stability between the automaker and the contractor.

Our focus is similar. We believe that studying suppliers�suppliers is important, since it can bring

in opportunities for value creation. We study such scenarios in four di¤erent �rms and explore

how �rms can add value by building such upstream relationships.
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2 Research Design

Our research design involves four case studies. Case studies are suitable for empirical development

of testable theories (Eisenhardt, 1989). Yin (2003) points out that a case study involves direct

observation and systematic interviewing as its two principal components and it can be done in

the exploratory, descriptive and explanatory phase of research. It is a tool for building theory

from practice. �Case studies, like experiments, are generalizable to theoretical propositions and

not populations or universes. A case study, like an experiment, does not constitute a �sample�and

the investigator�s goal is to expand and generalize theories (analytical generalization) and not to

enumerate frequencies (statistical generalization)�(Yin, 2003, page 10).

Our speci�c research question was "Is there value for the �rm in building relationships not

only with its suppliers, but also with its suppliers� suppliers?". This question mandated that

we approach �rms, explore their current relationships with their suppliers (and their suppliers�

suppliers, if any), and further explore the possibility of additional value creation (or reduction)

by building relationships upstream with their suppliers�suppliers. We refrained from making any

additional apriori propositions, and focused on developing propositions during data collection, so

as to have a rich understanding of the cases in all their complexity.

Our unit of analysis was the �rm and its upstream supply chain. In the upstream supply

chain, we focused on the direct suppliers to the �rm, and the suppliers�suppliers, with a speci�c

focus on the raw material suppliers.

2.1 Sampling

For our study, we approached 109 �rms from various industry segments with a request to par-

ticipate in our study. Executives from these �rms had attended executive education courses on

supply chain management at INSEAD. In our contact letter, we explained our interest in exploring

the upstream sourcing of �rms and requested access to sourcing data, including component level

prices. After a round of followup emails and telephonic contact, we got exploratory responses

from 9 �rms, whereas most of the other �rms declined, citing reasons of con�dentiality regarding

the component level pricing and upstream sourcing details. After a further round of telephonic

explanations and email contact, four more �rms declined to participate in research, again citing

con�dentiality related reasons. We were left with a sample of 5 �rms. We then made detailed

presentations to these 5 �rms regarding the research proposal. One of the �rms declined to par-

ticipate at this stage, and we �nally had agreement for research participation from four �rms.

While we had started with a broad sample, we were left with all our �rms in the auto industry.

This sample was not the best that was possible, but in the interest of time (this was a dissertation

project), we went ahead with the �rms who had agreed to participate.

The four �rms in our sample are from four di¤erent countries and present a unique opportunity

to study the automotive material related supply chains. Three of the �rms are automotive OEMs
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and one is a direct supplier to automotive OEMs. Three of the �rms in our study did not have a

process in place to develop relationships with raw material suppliers (suppliers�suppliers), while

the fourth did. Within these four �rms, we adopted a consistent approach to enquiry in order to

generate meaningful within-case and cross-case analysis.

2.2 Case Study variables

The study, over three years, involved travel to all the four countries, several times, and the

�rst author spent many days onsite at each of these sites, observing the day-to-day operations

and interviewing managers. The interviews were conducted with the purchasing and material

managers of the four �rms, as well as with the managers and operations executives of the direct

suppliers and the raw material suppliers to these �rms (Appendix A).

We adopted four variables for our within-case and cross-case comparisons, and our interviewing

and observations were focused on these four variables for all the four cases.

1. Raw Material in outsourced chain - In three of our case studies we focused on components

being developed from a single raw material - aluminum. This enabled us to probe deeper

into two aspects of sourcing. First, we could unravel the e¤ect of technical properties of

aluminum related components, and its e¤ect on the supply chain (see Appendix). Second,

we could study the upstream aluminum chain and understand its e¤ects on the cost of

components. We compared the �ndings of these three studies to the steel supply chain of

the fourth case study. Our choice of this variable was inspired by the studies of outsourcing

by Nishiguchi (1994, pages 96-97) and Clark and Fujimoto (1991, pages 67-96), who explain

how supply chain structures a¤ect the costs and relationships within.

2. Component costs - In all our case studies, we focused on the component level costing as a

measure of the costs of goods sold for the �rm. We went into details of how the component

level costs are derived (i.e. from negotiations, from established practices or from industry

practices). This helped us in tracking di¤erences between the case studies. Our choice of

this variable was in�uenced by the detailed studies of Asanuma (1989), who explains how

in the Japanese automotive industry, auto assemblers evaluate their suppliers with rigor

and precision, via component costs. In Japanese �rms, prices generally are not set down

in written contracts, rather, provisions are made for price negotiations at regular intervals.

These negotiations are based on an assembler�s detailed calculation of a supplier�s component

level costs with a focus on technology and possible cost reduction e¤orts.

3. Financing costs - We studied the cost of �nancing the business for all �rms in our study

as well as the di¤erence in �nancing costs of the �rms and their suppliers. This helped us

understand the �ow of money in the upstream supply chain, and in generalizing how �rms

can run their supply chains with capital sourced at the least cost.
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4. Knowledge e¤ects - We studied issues related to outsourcing (in terms of its e¤ect on the

�rm level capabilities) and the e¤ect of material related policies on design processes (in

terms of choices available to the designers and consequent e¤ect on complexity). The choice

of this variable was motivated by the studies of Montverde and Ahmadjian and Lincoln.

3 Case Pro�les

3.1 Case Pro�le A: Tata Motors

Tata Motors Limited (TML) is India�s largest automobile company, with revenues of US$ 7.2

billion in 2006�07. TML is the world�s �fth largest medium and heavy truck manufacturer and

the second largest heavy bus manufacturer. The current hot project at TML is the development

of the $2500 small car, codenamed Nano. TML estimates that it will launch this people�s car in

2008 and sell close to half a million units per year.

TML has three plants �at Jamshedpur, Pune and Lucknow. Supply chain management at

TML is divided into four di¤erent departments. The vendor development agency (VDA) and

material pricing committee (MPC) develop new components, introduce new suppliers, and take

decisions on component prices, supplier shares of business and supplier relationships. The quality

assurance (QA) function works with these departments during development and subsequent stable

supplies of the component. Day-to-day supplies and logistics are the responsibility of the materials

department, who take over from VDA once the introduction phase of the components is over

(Appendix B). All four departments report to the respective plant managers.

3.1.1 Aluminum purchasing at TML

At TML, a project team, including members from the MPC and VDA, was put in place to explore

the structure of the raw material supply chain. The �rst author was continuously involved in team

deliberations and actions. The project team selected a speci�c material (aluminium) to �nd out

if the RM supply chain could be managed better. Three factors a¤ected this choice. First,

aluminium-related components were a small part of the overall buying for TML in 2006�2007

(around 2% of total buying), so the team could experiment. Second, there was an unusual rise

in aluminium prices (Appendix C) that a¤ected purchasing costs severely. Third, the use of

aluminium in TML products was projected to increase signi�cantly. It was therefore decided that

the team would study a single material and apply its learnings to other materials.

At TML, there was no perceived need for systematic tracking of RM-related information for

any supplier. Therefore, the ERP system deployed at TML did not capture RM-level details, such

as the (actual and gross)3 weight of the RM used for a bought component.

3A �nished aluminium component weighing 1.2 kg may need 1.4 kg of aluminium RM: 200 g will be scrapped

during the manufacturing and machining processes. In this case, gross weight is 1.4 kg and actual weight is 1.2 kg.
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TML buys aluminium components from 13 di¤erent suppliers (including its in-house foundry).

The main aluminum castings bought by TML include cylinder heads, inlet manifolds, gearbox and

transaxle housings, cylinder head covers and air intake pipes. Table 1 shows the yearly turnover

for these 13 suppliers. The suppliers supply either gravity die casting (GDC) or pressure die

casting (PDC) components (see Appendix D for the importance of the distinction between these

two casting methods).

Supplier No Turnover Technology

�000 Euros

1 10483 PDC

2 5163 GDC

3 4126 GDC

4 2182 GDC

5 1709 PDC

6 1481 PDC

7 1287 PDC

8 813 PDC

9 636 PDC

10 613 PDC

11 363 PDC

12 337 PDC

Inhouse Foundry 7500 GDC

Table 1. Business turnover and technology base of aluminum component suppliers of TML

3.1.2 Component level costing

A detailed component-level costing process for all components is deployed at TML. This is a

part of the new supplier or new component development process. Whenever a new component

(from existing or new sources) is developed, the buyers concerned study the item requirement,

and select a supplier from among current suppliers, or search for new ones. They send enquiries

and speci�cations to suppliers, obtain quotations and prepare comparative statements. Then they

study the price breakdown, negotiate cost, �nalize the price and obtain the necessary approval.

The negotiation is based on the price breakdown for the speci�c component. The breakdown

details the raw material and processing costs incurred in manufacturing the subcomponents. The

resultant of such a component price breakdown is a costing sheet (Figure 1). The costing sheet

is accompanied by a detailed drawing of the component, which con�rms the speci�cation for

materials, process and quality.

This component level costing results in a one-o¤ detailed investigation into the bill of material
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Part number  XXX1841 Vendor M/s Power Prepared by KJH
Vehicle MCV Qty per vehicle 1
Part name Packing vendor code xxx50

Sno Material Source Basic rate Input weight (gms) cost

1 Aluminum century 147.0 291.5 42.9

Sno Process Equipment time cycle Machine rate amount amount/pc
1 Diecast molding 120T 2.2 10.8 23.8 11.9
2 Defleshing, buffing 2

Sno Name of tool Investment Amortization per piece
Pressure diecast mould 237500 10000 24

Raw material cost 42.9
Processing and Labor 13.9
Administrative expenses 10% 1.4
Inventory carrying cost 2% 1.1
Other costs 1% 0.6
Packaging 1.0
Transport 1.4
Profit 10% 5.7
Amortization 24.0
Grand Total 91.9

Costing sheet adapted from TML India

Processing and Labor cost

Raw Material Cost

Tooling cost

O
V

E
R

A
LL

Figure 1: A representative costing sheet from TML. Note that pro�t of 10% is calculated on the

raw material and value addition like processing and labor (but not on overheads).

(BOM) of every component. New components are designed and developed at any time by TML

� driven by engineering changes arising out of market or performance demands for individual

products. At the supplier end, and in the supplier development department of TML, details of

every single component, including RM details, is available. These details are not part of the ERP

systems, as noted earlier. However, at the supplier end, these details are an essential part of com-

ponent production. More importantly, since components are developed at di¤erent points in time,

the BOMs of di¤erent components are developed at di¤erent times by the supplier. This process

builds complexity (components designed at di¤erent periods of time have little homogeneity in

relation to the RM recommended in these designs, over time), and it also necessitates detailed

OEM-level RM di¤erentiation by the supplier.

3.1.3 Mapping Upstream Sourcing

The team at TML focused on mapping the complete aluminium supply chain and �nding avenues

of value creation along it. The team focused on two variables - cost and knowledge creation. The

cost focus mandated that the team �nd the levers that a¤ected the current cost of the supplies

and which changes can a¤ect the overall costs at TML level. The knowledge focus mandated that

the team �nd how TML could deploy the processes that increase learning and knowledge creation

within its supply network.
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The team initiated the detailing of aluminium purchasing at �rm level by reviewing the basic

BOM details for the 13 aluminum component suppliers. This was a very extensive exercise: the

team had to review the BOM for over 500 di¤erent components. All the costing sheets and their

accompanying drawings had to be studied. This exercise helped detail the amount of RM used

in a particular vehicle, the RM used by a particular supplier and the total RM buying for TML.

There were many challenges:

� There were di¤erences in condition of supply between the three plants. While one plant
procured say casting x, in another, casting x and machining y were tiered together to make

combined component z, and it was this that was procured. These di¤erences were due to

plant level decisions, supplier changes or even engineering changes over time. These changes

needed to be homogenized over the three procurement locations.

� In many cases the costing sheet was developed independently by the three plants, and
con�icts had to be resolved.

Once the RM base had been established, the manufacturing technologies (such as GDC or

PDC) identi�ed, and suppliers questioned, the team could unravel the supply chain down to the

end RM suppliers for these 13 suppliers. It was necessary to talk to suppliers at length to elicit

this information, bringing in people who had worked with these suppliers for a long time as part of

the team. This was essential, because some suppliers viewed the exercise as yet another attempt

by TML to reduce the wafer-thin supplier margins on components. Convincing the suppliers that

the exercise was aimed at achieving a win-win situation was important. The team learnt that it

takes time to convert an arm�s-length relationship into a cooperative one.

3.1.4 TML�s Aluminum Supply chain

The RM supply chain for TML�s GDC based suppliers is shown in Figure 2. There are four GDC-

based aluminium component suppliers (including the in-house foundry) to TML. The material

supply chain is similar for all these four GDC suppliers. The suppliers deal directly with the

primary aluminium producer for supply of virgin aluminium ingots. The ingots are sent to an

alloy maker, where virgin aluminium ingots are melted together with other metals (like silicon and

zinc) to form an alloy that can be used for casting components. The alloy maker sends its output

� alloyed ingots � to the supplier�s plant. Once there, the ingots are cast into the component

molds made for TML. The GDC suppliers pay the primary aluminium supplier directly for the

virgin aluminium (which constitutes around 88% of the alloy). The suppliers pay the alloy maker

for the conversion and the additional metals that are added.

The PDC supplier supply chain (Figure 3) is very di¤erent. The alloy makers themselves

source recycled aluminium from agents who usually import their supplies from major aluminium

reprocessing centers such as a beverage can plant in Dubai, or from the domestic market. There
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GDC Vendor

Primary Aluminum
Supplier

Alloy maker

Payment by vendor
 for Metal

Payment by vendor
for Conversion

Payment by TML for component

Aluminum
 Ingots

Aluminum
 Alloy

Aluminum
 component

Figure 2: Aluminum component Supply chain for TML - GDC

is some supply of virgin aluminium to the alloy maker �virgin aluminium is needed to correct the

percentages of added metals, such as zinc; however the total amount of virgin aluminium in PDC

alloys is only around 15�20%. The PDC suppliers pay the alloy maker for the complete alloy.

However one PDC supplier pays the alloy maker for the amount of recycled aluminium and the

conversion, and requires the primary aluminium supplier to supply virgin aluminium directly to

the alloy maker (like the GDC suppliers). It is not possible to determine precisely a stable supply

source of recycled aluminium for the PDC component supply chain.

The resulting supply network for primary aluminium for TML (GDC-based suppliers only) is

shown in Figure 4. Table 2 details the vehicle level RM for some representative vehicles. The values

in Table 2 were determined by detailing every single aluminum component (and subcomponents)

for each vehicle. TML now had a material link throughout the production process from the RM

supplier to the �nished vehicle. It was now easy to calculate the total RM level consumption for

TML: the detailed weights, multiplied by the speci�c vehicle variant quantity and summed up,

gave the �rm level �gures. It was also easy to work out the e¤ect of RM cost for each TML plant,

as vehicle-speci�c data were now available.
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PDC Vendor

Primary Aluminum
Supplier

Alloy maker

Payment by vendor
 for alloy

Payment by TML for component

Aluminum
 Ingots

Aluminum
 Alloy

Aluminum
 component

Secondary Aluminum

Recycling center

Figure 3: Aluminum component Supply chain for TML - PDC

Vendor 1

Inhouse Foundry

Vendor 3

Vendor 2

Vendor 5 ...

Suppl ier 8
Supplier 8....Vendor 13

Primary Aluminum
Supplier

Recycled Aluminum
Supplies

Adhoc supplies

Figure 4: Overall Aluminum based components supply network of TML
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Aluminium Castings input weights per vehicle (Kgs)

Vehicle Category GDC PDC Total weight

Heavy truck 5.287 8.778 14.065

Medium truck 1 5.287 7.964 13.251

Medium truck 2 2.777 7.964 10.741

Low end truck 1 7.003 8.529 15.532

Low end truck 2 4.832 8.529 13.361

9 ton truck 2.014 1.352 8.744

Bus 2.143 6.099 8.242

7 ton Truck 3.570 6.252 9.822

7 ton truck 2 3.773 6.099 9.872
Table 2. Representative per Vehicle aluminum consumption of TML (with technology input)

For its 2006�07 volumes of production, TML bought components that needed approximately

10,000 tons of virgin aluminium and 15,000 tons of recycled aluminium. TML will need more

aluminium in future because of its new projects. For example, the current work on the small car

shows that about 30 kg of GDC-based components will be needed per car. Overall, TML�s virgin

aluminium requirement will more than double by 2008�10.

3.1.5 Potential bene�ts - Managing the RM chain

A number of avenues emerged as potentially useful for setting up a least-cost supply chain. Since

PDC- and GDC-based suppliers used distinct supply lines, it was easier to focus on areas that

seemed most likely to add value. One of the important decisions taken by the team was to

establish a new process for establishing relationships with the RM supplier. The team decided to

focus on the GDC-based supply chain as the simpler context in which to analyze the potential

gains and risks in establishing relationships at RM level.

Cost e¤ects GDC suppliers buy aluminium directly from the primary supplier. Virgin alu-

minium constitutes 88% of the input material and brings GDC suppliers a 5% pro�t. This

margin can be reduced if TML buys the RM directly. However, direct purchasing does not mean

zero cost �two costs are incurred, detailed below.

First, for developing relationships with alloy makers, as well as with primary aluminium sup-

pliers, a center for direct purchasing, and background IT support for material-related information

is needed. MPC and VDA engineers need to align the RM supplier, draw up longer-term contracts

and develop processes for physical supply and tracking of raw material at the suppliers. The in-

put raw material, and all the scrap and o¤cuts generated during the production process, need

to be tracked. Many of these activities are one-time investments to start the direct purchasing

processes; however, additional work will be needed every time a new component is developed.
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Second, in India, taxes are levied on direct transactions between any two parties. This creates

some ine¢ ciency in direct purchasing transactions. If TML wants to directly buy RM, then the

material transfer from the primary aluminium producer to the supplier needs to be executed in a

way that is logistically ine¢ cient �material has to be transferred to TML�s ownership and then

sent out for processing to the supplier. Therefore, there may be an additional logistics cost in the

sourcing hub operations.

Direct purchasing also leads to lower costs due to the di¤erential cost of capital between TML

and its suppliers. TML sources its debt internationally and its weighted average cost of capital

(WACC) is lower than that of its suppliers. While we cannot report the exact WACC numbers,

there is a di¤erence of >3% between WACC of TML and most of its suppliers. Therefore, if

purchasing is made with TML capital, it may result in a lower cost to TML than purchasing made

with the supplier�s capital. This e¤ect is over and above the margin e¤ect of direct purchasing.

Finally, direct purchasing may lead to volume based reductions. TML�s projected increase

in aluminium consumption would make it one of the biggest individual buyers from the RM

supplier for India (Appendix C). Based on preliminary discussion with the RM supplier, the team

estimated that they could achieve reductions of >2% over the prevailing prices for their GDC

suppliers.

Knowledge e¤ects Since the link with the primary aluminium supplier was based on BOM

details, there was an opportunity to rationalize the RM grades used by TML. Relationship with

RM supplier supports the reduction of design complexity in two ways. First, because a relationship

is developed with the primary aluminium producer, TML�s designers can obtain information and

knowledge about alloys from the RM supplier directly. This is an additional source of knowledge

for them. Second, once some alloys are �xed, designers can choose to develop new components,

in which current alloys are used to the maximum. Thus, there will be a drive toward reduction

of the number of alloys that permeate the BOMs for TML components.

When the team analyzed the GDC supply chain, it was clear that RM supply to component

manufacturers was ine¢ cient. The team focused on how TML could reduce costs by removing

one of the two heat cycles involved - �rst in converting pure aluminum to alloy, and second in

converting alloyed ingots to components. In the USA and many European countries, aluminium

suppliers and alloy makers supply molten aluminium to foundries. This eliminates at least one heat

cycle from the process. However, establishing a molten aluminium delivery system necessitates a

minimum volume of raw material �owing through the supply chain. The team is studying how

such a chain can be established with increased volumes and consolidation of RM.
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3.2 Case Pro�le B: CNX

CNX is a European auto giant and is one of the world�s ten biggest car manufacturers. It has 14

plants worldwide, with six main plants in Germany. The �rm operates a joint venture in China

and a contract manufacturing site in Austria. It produces motorcycles and cars at these plants.

Supply chain management at CNX is managed by three departments. The development de-

partment looks at the development of new suppliers and components as well as sourcing from new

areas. The purchasing department oversees day-to-day sourcing (CNX purchases more than half

of its bought-out materials within Germany). Both these departments are aided by the third,

cost engineering. Cost engineers do not directly purchase components, but they have specialized

knowledge in speci�c areas (such as casting or forging) that they use to realize savings for the

�rm. Cost engineering has worldwide responsibility for these areas.

3.2.1 Aluminum purchasing at CNX

Similar to TML, the project team at CNX also selected aluminium to explore the RM supply

chain structure and see if it could be managed better. This choice was guided by factors similar

to those in TML�s case, although CNX did not foresee any unusual rise in their consumption of

aluminium, other than organic growth. Internal estimates of CNX reveal that aluminium prices

increased by 34% in 2006.

Within Europe, the handling of aluminium is di¤erent than in India. There are a small number

of foundries that produce both GDC- and PDC-based components (on di¤erent production lines,

but within the same factory). This helps them provide complete range of solutions to their buyers.

CNX�s in-house foundry is a hybrid foundry, and provides both PDC- and GDC-based com-

ponents to CNX production lines. It is the largest low-pressure, semi-permanent mold aluminium

foundry in the world. Due to its high volume (30,000 tons per year), the foundry uses molten

aluminium as feed to its lines. This is held in gas-heated furnaces until needed at the casting

machines. Transmission cases and cylinder blocks are cast using the high pressure die casting

(HPDC) process, while cylinder heads and engine blocks are cast using the GDC process. The

foundry also has lost-foam and sand casting facilities.

The team developed total aluminium buying �gures at CNX, following a similar system of

information collation based on raw material detailing (at bill of material level) as that in TML.

CNX�s annual consumption of virgin aluminium, including what is used in its in-house foundry,

is 47,000 tons. The PDC-based sourcing of recycled aluminium, including alloy wheels, was close

to 100,000 tons.

The PDC-based supply chain di¤ers from that of TML. The secondary aluminium industry

in Germany is much more consolidated and vertically integrated than that in India (Appendix

E). The re-melting �rms not only recycle and melt secondary aluminium (like beverage cans)

themselves but also produce the �nal alloy needed by PDC-based foundries.
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Figure 5: Overall Aluminum based components supply network of CNX

CNX has six GDC-based suppliers (including the inhouse foundry) and 24 PDC-based suppliers

that are supplied by Germany�s three main aluminum suppliers. The supply network is shown in

Figure 5.

3.2.2 Potential bene�ts - Managing the RM chain

Cost e¤ects GDC suppliers buy aluminium directly from the aluminium suppliers in Germany.

Aluminum is supplied in molten state to the foundries. Virgin aluminium constitutes 88% of the

input material and GDC suppliers of CNX make a 15% pro�t on the raw material and processing.

There is an opportunity for reducing this margin, at least on RM. CNX is currently exploring

how it can better manage the RM supply chain. Its current decision is to delink RM pricing from

component pricing �instead, it will link RM-related costs to the London Metal Exchange (LME)

and track the di¤erences on a �5% basis.

Since VAT is prevalent in Germany, there are no taxation-related e¤ects on the costs at which
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inputs are transferred down the supply chain. The cost of capital for CNX is 8:56%. Some of

CNX�s suppliers are large and have a similar WACC, but others are smaller and there may be

opportunities for CNX in this area. This is still being studied.

Analysis of the German aluminium industry (Appendix E) shows that CNX is a signi�cant

purchaser of aluminum within Germany, and at �rst glance this e¤ect does not seem to be factored

into its current negotiations or pricing. Moreover, CNX suppliers, including the inhouse foundry,

buy from all three of Germany�s major aluminium suppliers. A rationalization of the purchasing

network should bring reductions.

Knowledge e¤ects Discussion with CNX purchasing, however, revealed why some of these

initiatives may take longer to come to fruition. Since the aluminium chain is linked via the

technology choice of molten aluminium, there are sunk costs relating to the partners in the chain.

There are two contingencies. First, a high volume of production is needed to ensure that the

molten aluminium process is viable. Second, molten aluminium cannot be transported further

than 200 km without undesirable temperature drop; therefore, it is imperative for foundries

to be physically located close to the aluminium suppliers. This is actually the case � most

aluminium casting foundries, including the inhouse CNX foundry, are within a 200 km radius

of the molten aluminium supplier plants. Therefore, the foundries (including inhouse foundry),

smelters, and transportation related equipment providers of CNX are enmeshed in long-standing

customer relationships within the delivery system that are not easy to change. Production and

all the associated processes of CNX aluminium supply are structured around this delivery model.

CNX would need to restructure the whole supply chain if it wants to make any changes such

as direct purchasing. This would mean restructuring existing business, costing and operating

models and changing relationships with existing suppliers. The challenge is not only how to

change existing supply chain practices but also how to incorporate those changes into supply

chain partnerships. CNX is still studying these e¤ects.

3.3 Case Pro�le C: Custbrake

Custbrake is an automotive and railway safety systems supplier. The company also produces door

systems for rail vehicles and torsional dampers. The �rm is a major supplier of brakes to truck

and bus manufacturers (but not car manufacturers) and its clients are OEMs like Volvo, Scania,

Mann and Mercedes Benz.

Sourcing at Custbrake is based on central commodity management for all locations and prod-

ucts. There are speci�c teams for components such as castings and forgings, metal formed parts,

machined parts, plastics and rubber parts, etc. The plant in France, where we carried out our

case study, produces compressors and actuators. Both these products are components of braking

systems. Compressed air provides the basic �energy�for all bus and truck braking and suspension
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systems. Brake actuators provide the input force to operate the braking mechanisms at each

wheel by utilizing the energy of compressed air or a mechanical spring.

Our project at the French plant was to study the RM supply chain from the viewpoint of

a tier 1 supplier. First, we were interested in �nding out how relationships with RM suppliers

were developed at tier 1 component supplier level in the automotive industry. Second, since tier

1 suppliers supply to many OEMs, we were interested in �nding out how such multi-tiered supply

could a¤ect the RM supply chain. For most of its sourced components, the Custbrake plant had

historically developed its own suppliers, and therefore a plant level study was appropriate for

exploring the supply chain structure.

3.3.1 Aluminum Purchasing at Custbrake

At Custbrake also, we explored the Aluminum supply chain. Like CNX, Custbrake experienced

dramatic increases in the price of aluminium. For its compressor and actuator business, aluminium

parts are supplied by 15 tier-2 suppliers. Of these, six are GDC foundries, and the rest are PDC

based foundries. Following the same exhaustive bill of material level detailing as we carried out at

TML, we were able to develop the raw material database and sourcing for Custbrake plant. Table

3 shows current purchasing volumes of aluminium, which resulted from the material database

creation from the BOM level details. One single foundry, which buys its RM from one primary

aluminium supplier, is the dominant supplier of virgin aluminium based components to the plant.
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Aluminium Castings purchasing for Custbrake

Supplier Sourcing Technology

(tons per year)

1 442 GDC

2 29 GDC

3 25 GDC

4 21 GDC

5 18 GDC

6 17 GDC

7 766 PDC

8 383 PDC

9 103 PDC

10 87 PDC

11 45 PDC

12 44 PDC

13 42 PDC

14 12 PDC

15 12 PDC

16 2 PDC
Table 3. Business turnover and technology base of aluminum casting suppliers of Custbrake

An important dimension of the supply chain network at Custbrake is the material traceability

at the OEM level. At Custbrake, it is possible to distinguish not only the �nished products and

categorize a brake system as a Volvo or a Scania brake; but also at the subcomponent level, it

is possible to di¤erentiate the castings/forgings and related raw material which are to be utilized

for Volvo or Scania brakes. The raw material chains for di¤erent OEMs are fungible.

Why so? For most auto suppliers, components are developed at di¤erent times for di¤erent

models. Consider OEM A, and brakes supplier Custbrake. For their new car, A�s development

engineers sit with Custbrake�s manufacturing engineers to develop detailed speci�cations for the

brake, which will go into the car that A wants to produce (call it Z). As plans develop, the brake

system for Z is broken into component level details that are used for detailed drawings. Usually,

Custbrake takes over at this point, and starts the process of developing the Z brake system. The

component drawings, arising out of speci�cations for Z, are unique to Z. Next, Custbrake generates

new part numbers and a detailed bill of material for the Z brake system. The bill of material

will have some small components are common to other brake systems (for the same or another

OEM): however, the sizes and speci�cations of material, the forgings, castings, and machining

tolerances, will be speci�c to Z. This pattern is repeated when A develops a variant (�New Z�).

Di¤erent brakes will be needed for A�s di¤erent cars, requiring fresh development by Custbrake,
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Figure 6: Overall RM supply network of Custbrake, French plant
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and culminating in speci�c bills of materials for A�s speci�c car models.

Thus, at the level of Custbrake, BOMs for customer-speci�c, model-speci�c products are

available. Even when the OEM has platform developments, blurring the model-level details at

component level, there is little commonality in components used by di¤erent OEMs. This material

information can be used for developing the resulting costs for each supplier, at the level of the

OEM.

3.3.2 Potential bene�ts - Managing the RM chain

The aluminium supply chain project at Custbrake di¤ered in scope from that at the OEMs.

Clearly, volume e¢ ciencies were not of primary interest, since Custbrake was buying very little,

compared to OEMs. However, there were a number of avenues that emerged as potentially useful

for establishing a least cost supply chain. Since the supply chains of PDC- and GDC-based

suppliers were distinct, it was easier to focus on areas that o¤ered the highest potential for

added value. One important decision taken by the Custbrake team was to set up a process for

establishing relationships with PDC and GDC RM suppliers. The purchasing chief emphasized

that they would focus on developing technical expertise in PDC-based components to evolve a

less complex chain.

Cost e¤ects GDC suppliers buy aluminium directly from primary aluminium suppliers while

the PDC-based suppliers buy from recycled aluminium suppliers. Within Custbrake, GDC and

PDC suppliers make a 12% pro�t �there is an opportunity for reducing this margin. Custbrake

will need to invest in developing relationships with aluminium alloy suppliers, which it does not

currently have. This means the creation of a team or center for direct purchasing, and background

IT support for material-related information. There are no taxation-related issues, as VAT is

applied to materials within France. Custbrake is studying the cost of capital di¤erence between

its suppliers and itself, and whether direct purchasing can make substantial di¤erences.

Custbrake is still studying the total impact of PDC buying, and it is not possible to estimate

the impact of volume consolidation. Custbrake�s overall volumes are not large, however, they

are larger than some of their small foundry suppliers. This e¤ect is likely to be insigni�cant in

Custbrake�s overall supply chain costs.

Knowledge e¤ects One of the most important learnings from the RM supply chain study at

Custbrake was the e¤ect of knowledge in RM-related processes. Custbrake is now investing in

new suppliers in China and India. However, Custbrake found that it was not easy to develop

suppliers in these new areas because of the way Custbrake�s capabilities had been developed and

lost over time.

Figure 7 shows the setup at the Custbrake plant some 20 years ago, when the plant was a

vertically integrated entity. The component design, foundry operations, machining operations
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and assembly of the �nal product were all done in house.

Design Foundry Machining Assembly

Sourcing

Figure 7: Vertically integrated operations at Custbrake (adapted)

The designers had direct access to foundry operations and were in close touch with the RM

suppliers, so they had knowledge about the raw material and the way it interacted with the

performance of the �nal product. The sourcing department was less developed and had less

knowledge about how the foundry, machining or assembly operated, since most of the work was

done in house.

As Custbrake progressed, it focused on its design and assembly competencies. First, foundry,

and then, machining operations were outsourced. Figure 8 shows current operations at Custbrake,

which now does only design and assembly. The sourcing department developed competencies in

developing and sourcing from machining suppliers. The design department, on the other hand,

outsourced a lot of design work related to foundry and machining to the suppliers (who were

doing the same work for other buyers).

The problem came when the foundry operations of some major castings were going to be

shifted to China, in order to reduce cost. Custbrake sourcing department found it extremely

di¢ cult to certify the foundry operations in China. They discovered that they no longer had the

capability to understand the intricacies of the foundry operations within the department. It had

been eroded over time, as Custbrake purchasers sourced machined components from suppliers, who

in turn sourced components from established foundries. As a �nal option, Custbrake transferred

an experienced person from its R&D division to purchasing and sent him to China to establish

the new foundry there. This experience helped the Custbrake team appreciate the bene�ts of

developing and maintaining knowledge about component design at a process level and illustrates

how RM level supply chain knowledge can be helpful.
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Figure 8: Current operations at Custbrake

3.4 Case Pro�le D : Tata Daewoo Commercial Vehicle

Tata Daewoo Commercial Vehicle (TDCV) is the second largest commercial vehicle manufacturer

in South Korea. Previously a member of the Daewoo group, the �rm was acquired by Tata in

2004. It produces heavy duty trucks, including cargo, dumpers, mixers and other special purpose

vehicles. In 2006�07, TDCV had a market share of 26.1% and its turnover was KRW 493.66

billion (approximately e 416 million).

The TDCV case study is di¤erent from the other three. In our earlier studies, we studied

a proposed concept, its potential bene�ts and future plans in some cases. TDCV has already

established a direct RM purchase process for purchase of steel. Therefore, the TDCV case study

accords us the chance to study these processes, their deployment and associated contingencies.

We did our study in the TDCV plant in Gunsan city, 300 km from Seoul.

3.4.1 Steel Purchasing at TDCV

TDCV has 23 suppliers for its steel components. It purchases many grades of hot rolled (HR) and

cold rolled (CR) steel from a single steel supplier, Posco, and supplies them to all its suppliers.

It has a direct agreement with the steel supplier on steel prices, and manages the logistics and

cost-related transactions via a "hub".

There are four steps in the steel purchasing process at the TDCV hub.

1. The annual production plan is developed by the production department and passed on to

the purchasing department, which liaises with Posco sales. The annual plan is broken into

half-yearly buckets and frozen plans for the next six months are agreed. Posco then allocates

the TDCV production quantity for six months. Quarterly and monthly revisions are also
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made, and monthly contracts are settled for the following month, based on which deliveries

are executed. TDCV settles payment with Posco on a monthly basis.

TDCV Steel Purchase : Adapted Process Flow

 Production plan
for  all custome rs

based on contracts

Annual and
M onthly

Production plan

 Ship the coils

 V endorwise,
gradewis e supply
plan , purchase and
proce ssing reque st

Request for TDCV
supply for steel
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 Fixed m onthly
production plan
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TDCV Component
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Figure 9: Hub Operation at TDCV

2. The production plan of TDCV is simultaneously transmitted to its component suppliers.

The component suppliers raise a request for supply of materials to TDCV.

3. All the requests for supply from component suppliers are consolidated by TDCV and passed

on to Posco�s local distributor, a coil center. The coil center stores the HR/CR coils,
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and performs slitting and shearing operations. The suppliers receive the physical material

directly from coil center which issues invoices that are con�rmed and paid by TDCV.

4. TDCV also monitors the scrap quantities for each supplier: these are aggregated and settled

on a monthly basis. This transaction helps inventory management on TDCV�s ERP system.

TDCV sells scrap on a monthly basis.

3.4.2 Actual bene�ts - Managing the RM chain

Cost E¤ects TDCV�s costing process exempli�es an important element of its hub. TDCV�s

suppliers do not make any pro�t from RM materials, even when they buy the materials themselves.

The costing process incentivizes TDCV to do the RM buying . A representative costing sheet

is shown in Figure 10. On this component, the pro�t element (the amount of KW 1589, row 4,

column 7) is not calculated on the raw material, irrespective of whether TDCV is supplying the

raw material or not. There is no incentive for the supplier to invest in RM purchases. The costing

process supports the overall strategy of direct purchasing and management of RM.

Today, on a weight basis, TDCV buys around 95% of its input steel directly from its steel

supplier. These purchases are centered around the grades of steel that are used in most of

its components, and these purchases are aligned with the choice of speci�c grades selected for

component design ( see knowledge e¤ects below).

The TDCV Sourcing Hub TDCV manages complete transactions for direct steel procure-

ment via an online system. These transactions, including logistics and negotiations, are currently

managed by one full-time individual within TDCV. He has support of 40% time from an em-

ployee in the �nance department. Therefore, there is 1.4 person equivalent manpower deployed

in running the TDCV hub.

The hub has IT support. The ERP system at TDCV has details, at bill of material level,

of the raw material required for each component. The system also has details of current pricing

between TDCV and Posco for various grades of steel. These feed into the costing sheets for each

component. Therefore, the component level costing for TDCV is not a one-o¤ activity, but a

continuous one, on the ERP system. Since VAT is generally applied in South Korea, taxation

issues do not arise.

There is a di¤erence of around 1% between the WACC of TDCV and many of its suppliers.

This e¤ect contributes to the lower-cost supply chain at TDCV. The TDCV hub aggregates and

buys steel as a single entity from a single RM supplier. The steel supplier gives TDCV a discount

for this single source status. TDCV�s suppliers told us that if they bought from the steel supplier

themselves, their purchase price would be around 5% higher than the price obtained via TDCV.

We cross-checked these price di¤erences with the steel supplier (Posco, who manages the supply

of steel coils to buyers in Gunsan city, including GM Daewoo and TDCV). We found that there is
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Part number  xxx111 Vendor M/s Precision Prepared by KJH
Vehicle MCV
Part name Exhaust pipe

Account
Administrative
(20%) Profits (15%)

Inventory
(1%)

Depreciation Royalty Final
Price

Material Labor Factory TOTAL
COST 32606.3 6374 2455 41435 1766 1589 326 0 0 45115.9

No Subpart RM Specs Unit Quantity Unit Cost Price Scrap Matl cost
(a) (b) (c)=(a)*(b) (d) (c)(d)

1 Flange ss41 151*151 kg 2.19 730 1599 290 1309
2 Pipe sa1d 600mm kg 2.64 1376 3633 275 3358
3 Connector sa1c 340*340*2EA kg 3.46 1150 3979 481 3498
4 Bellows sus304 EA 1 22600 22600 22600
5 Flange ss41 151*151 Kg 1.46 637 930 163 767

Paint Silver DM2 29.87 36 1075 1075

Total Material Costs 32606

No Partname Process Labor cost
Name Specs staff M/c hour @6800 Rate Costs

1 Flange shearing Sh m/c 10t 4 0.001 27 2514 3
BL Press 250t 2 0.0097 132 5570 54
Pi1st Press 250t 1 0.0097 66 5570 54
Pi2nd Press 250t 1 0.0097 66 5570 54
Restrike Press 250t 1 0.0097 66 5570 54

2 Pipe cutting saw 10t 2 0.0167 227 1270 21
Grinding grinder 1 0.0083 56  0
BE cnc 100s 1 0.05 340 23758 1188
Cut1st saw 10t 1 0.025 170 1270 32
Cut2nd saw 10t 1 0.025 170 1270 32

3 Connector shearing Sh m/c 10t 4 0.0111 302 2514 28
4 Flange
5 Assembly

TOTAL 6374 2455

Factory and
Labor Costs

Data Suppressed for confidentiality.

Factory cost

Costing sheet adapted from TDCV Korea

Material
Costs

Machine Work time Factory Expenses

Figure 10: A representative costing sheet from TDCV. Such costing sheets, developed at a com-

ponent level, are linked online in TDCV�s ERP system for material-related changes. Note that

the pro�t of 15% is calculated not on the raw material, but only on the labor, factory and ad-

ministrative overheads.
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a di¤erence of 7�8% between supply prices to OEMs and prices to the general market, including

automotive suppliers. Moreover, the steel supply to TDCV suppliers and other purchasers is on

an immediate cash basis, whereas TDCV enjoys 60 days payment terms. These pricing di¤erences

lead us to believe that TDCV bene�ts from the operation of a hub by creating a buyer power

e¤ect.

Knowledge e¤ects TDCV engineers told us that the hub system gives them transparency on

the material grades being purchased. There are two e¤ects. First, the designers can choose from

the existing steel grades for a particular requirement. This helps the design process, since a raw

material database for prior components is available, along with the price impacts.

Second, the hub helps manage the complexity of steel grades being used by TDCV as a

whole. If a new material grade has to be established for a new component, the process is longer,

since TDCV and Posco need to agree on the new requirement, and its price, as well as supplies.

Additional IT work is also involved. This is a cumbersome exercise, therefore, there is an inherent

pushback to any increase in the complexity of basic grades built into the system via the sourcing

hub.

4 An Alternate Sourcing Structure - The Sourcing Hub

The four case studies in the automotive industry help us to explore di¤erent facets of our core

interest area. They help us understand how a �rm can (a) in�uence its suppliers�sourcing costs,

(b) participate in cost improvement at the suppliers�end, (c) in�uence the �nancial �ows in its

procurement chain, and (d) improve its design and development processes with its suppliers. Table

4 summarizes the case study variables for the four cases.
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Firms Raw Material

in outsourced

chain

Component

costs

Financing costs Knowledge

e¤ects

TML Aluminum, 2 RM

suppliers, 13 direct

suppliers.

RM detailing done

during compo-

nent development.

Databse not on

ERP. Little or

no direct RM

purchasing.

~3% di¤erence in

cost of capital of

TML and its sup-

pliers

RM related knowl-

edge can be ac-

crued at the sourc-

ing hub and can af-

fect the e¢ ciency

of design processes

CNX Aluminum, 3 RM

suppliers, 30 direct

suppliers

RM detailing is

available via com-

ponent drawings,

but not on ERP.

No direct RM pur-

chasing.

~1% di¤erence in

cost of capital of

CNX and its sup-

pliers

Technology re-

lated factors (eg.

molten aluminum

supply) can a¤ect

the sourcing struc-

ture, and may

make it di¢ cult to

change the same.

Custbrake Aluminum, 2 pri-

mary RM supplier,

15 tier 2 suppliers

RM detailing

available, via

worksheets. No

direct RM pur-

chasing

Little diference in

cost of capital with

suppliers

Sourcing hub may

be useful for cap-

turing upstream

knowledge of

processes, which

have been eroded

due to outsourcing

TDCV Steel, 1 RM sup-

plier, 23 direct

suppliers

Detailed at RM

level. Database

on ERP, used for

monthly opera-

tions. No pro�ts

on RM to sup-

pliers. Direct

purchasing of RM.

~1% di¤erence in

cost of capital with

suppliers

RM detailing at

sourcing hub use-

ful for new design

and development,

reduces complex-

ity of RM

Table 4 : Case Study variables

Our empirical �ndings provide insights into a new type of structure in the supply chain that,

although present in practice at a few �rms, is not currently captured in the academic literature.

The case studies indicate that developing an upstream entity in supply chains, focused on devel-
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oping relationships with a �rm�s suppliers and suppliers�suppliers, can add value by in�uencing

sourcing costs. We de�ne this entity as the Sourcing Hub. The downstream �rm (our focal �rm

or the OEM), by virtue of its supply chain partnerships, is instrumental in developing this entity;

therefore we emphasize that the hub is initiated and deployed by the OEM .

Steel

Plastic Resin

Aluminum

The Sourcing Hub

With RM Suppliers     With Suppliers

Central advice RM consolidation

BOM level detail of RM is the basic tool

Supplier 1

Supplier 5

Supplier 4

Supplier 3

Supplier 2

Supplier 7

Supplier 6

Supplier 8

Supplier 8Supplier 8Supplier n

Cooperation

Figure 11: The Sourcing hub

In Table 5, we compare the key learnings from the within-case and across-case analyses.

These learnings help identify the key success factors for establishing relationships with suppliers�

suppliers. We also indicate our estimates of the value of the sourcing hub in quantitative and

qualitative terms.
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Firms Key Learnings Calculated cost ad-

vantage of Sourc-

ing Hub (% of RM

costs)

Current status of

Sourcing hub

TML Sourcing hub can help

drive technology related

aspects of supply chain

and volume consolida-

tion

3-5 % due to mar-

gin, cost of capital and

buyer power e¤ects

The �rm is currently

implementing volume

consolidation and es-

tablishing relationships

with a single RM

supplier

CNX Establishing a sourc-

ing hub is dependent

on current relationships

with suppliers, includ-

ing technology related

infrastructure choices.

3-5% due to margin,

cost of capital and

buyer power e¤ects

CNX is exploring how

the Sourcing hub can

help achieve design

complexity reduction,

and promote coopera-

tion between suppliers

Custbrake Sourcing hub can be a

center for key upstream

knowledge of the supply

chain, and can be estab-

lished even if material

related scale is absent

2-3% due to margin ef-

fects. There are neg-

ligible cost of capital

e¤ects and no buyer

power e¤ects

Custbrake is exploring

how a hub can help

build up knowledge of

upstream activities

TDCV Sourcing hub is driven

by Bill of material level

details and helps drive

design complexity re-

duction

4-5% due to Buyer

power and cost of cap-

ital e¤ects. Margin ef-

fects are hidden, since

TDCV does not give

any pro�ts on RM pur-

chases of suppliers

The hub exists at

TDCV. The current

initiatives are to ex-

plore how the hub

related knowledge can

help in new product

introduction

Table 5 : Case Study comparison for Sourcing Hub

4.1 Properties Of the Sourcing Hub

The sourcing hub focuses on:

� detailing upstream relationships, including industry structure and partners who a¤ect the

business, even if they are not direct suppliers to the focal �rm (the OEM);
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� detailing upstream costs by developing ERP-based bill of material level details of the sourced
components;

� development of relationships between suppliers �inter-supplier relationships are important
not only for managing upstream relationships (the hub can consolidate information about

RM supplies) but also for dissemination of downstream information (e.g., market demand).

This helps suppliers align their production (quantities) and quality (by exchanging best

practices);

� reduction of design complexity by identifying RM grades contracted for between the OEM

and RM suppliers.

4.2 Empirical Generalizations

In this section, using the within-case and across-case analyses, we generate empirical insights for

establishing a sourcing hub.

1. Supply Chain Structure

A study of �gures 4, 5 and 6 as well as the way TDCV has structured its supplies (23

suppliers, 1 steel supplier) indicates that a hub is useful in situations where the supply

chain has a particular structure. In these supply chains, there are only a few RM suppliers

but a large number of direct suppliers to the OEM. Therefore, there are few actors on two

sides of the chain, and a large number of suppliers in between. The RM suppliers supply to

a large number of tier 1 or tier 2 suppliers, in di¤erent quantities. Similar to steel supplies to

TDCV and aluminum supplies to TML, CNX and Custbrake, there are only a few plastics,

rubber or copper suppliers to the suppliers of an automotive OEM. Transaction costs related

to purchasing and delivery exist at each of these relationship nodes, resulting from separate

pricing and negotiation and di¤erent contracts (see Figure 12). The same supplier can

potentially supply to di¤erent OEMs and therefore there may be material �ows other than

the focal OEM, (as in the case of Custbrake), however, as we have discussed before, these

�ows are fungible. In conclusion, when we compare and contrast the four case studies, we

can observe the following empirical generalization about the relationship between the supply

chain structure and the sourcing hub. Empirical generalization 1: When there are only

a few RM suppliers and a large number of direct suppliers to a �rm, then the supply chain

structure is appropriate for deploying a sourcing hub.

2. Volume of purchases

A speci�c factor we noted in all our case studies was that many of the suppliers who are

directly supplying the OEM are much smaller than the OEM in terms of business turnover.

Therefore there are additional factors, like the cost of capital and the power of negotiation
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Supplier 1

Supplier 5

Supplier 4

Supplier 3

Supplier 2

Supplier 7

Supplier 6

Supplier 8

Steel

Plastic Resin
Supplier 8Supplier 8Supplier 8Supplier n

Aluminum, copper ...

Figure 12: Industry structure: Few RM suppliers, large number of direct suppliers and few OEMs

(buyer power), that a¤ect the cost bene�ts of the hub. The total volume of purchases

a¤ects the cost-related bene�ts that �rms like TML can derive from establishing a hub.

The total cost of procurement, compared to a �rm�s revenues, can also guide the decision

about whether to invest in a sourcing hub � if the overall procurement costs are too low

for the �rm, the hub may not yield bene�ts. The TML and CNX case studies give us an

indication into the precise e¤ects of volumes. For TML, the total purchases of aluminum

are approximately equal to 2% of the production of the aluminum in India (or 5% of the

production of the major aluminum supplier of India). These numbers are approximately

the same for CNX.

Note that even when a �rm does not have these volumes, like Custbrake or TDCV, there

may still be value in establishing the sourcing hub. For TDCV, cost considerations, aided

by its relationships with the suppliers and the costing processes, helps in the deployment

of the hub. For Custbrake, the sourcing hub is important for harnessing knowledge in the

upstream part of the supply chain. Note that the supply chain structure of Custbrake and

TDCV mirrors the situation shown in Figure 12, but more importantly, the cost of goods

sold is an important part of �rm�s overall costs. In such cases, a sourcing hub may provide

avenues of value creation.

An interesting element of TDCV�s supplier relationships is that TDCV is the major
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customer of many of its suppliers - These suppliers have 40%-70% of their business with

TDCV, and therefore TDCV exercises substantial buyer power with these suppliers. Overall,

we can observe the following empirical generalization about the relationship between the

purchase volumes and the sourcing hub.

Empirical generalization 2: A higher volume of purchases, a higher ratio of cost of

goods sold to the total costs of the �rm and a higher share of business of the �rm with its

suppliers, aid the deployment of the sourcing hub.

3. Detailing of upstream material

Knowledge of the upstream material, technology and costs are essential for establishing a

hub. For the three �rms without an established hub, we had to decipher data from the bill

of material level details. This was an exhaustive and very time-consuming exercise, even

when the material in question was aluminium, not a mainstream material for the �rms. This

exercise resulted in knowledge of �rm-level procurement. It also helped map out strategically

important relationships and helped the designers in limiting the choices of raw materials.

We learnt two things: upstream detailing is not widespread, and it is not a shallow, quick-�x

exercise. In our study at TML for example, a lot of time and resources went into obtaining

a clear picture of a material that represented only 2% of total procurement.

Empirical generalization 3: A bill of material level detailing of all components for any

raw material is essential for deploying the sourcing hub for the particular raw material. Such

detailing also helps limit the complexity of RM in the design of new components.

4. Bill of material level Costing Processes on ERP

The TDCV case study details another element of a sourcing hub. The detailing of upstream

material must be accompanied by a costing methodology aligned with direct suppliers, and

with ERP support. The ERP support is crucial : in the case of direct RM supply by the

OEM to the suppliers, the sourcing hub operation is managed by the ERP system. The

details of RM for each component, for each supplier, are fed into the system, and through

this detailing, operational processes such as material usage, scrap calculations and payments

can be e¤ected. Note that such a database of component level RM is not there on the ERP

systems of TML, CNX or Custbrake. However, as these �rms move towards establishing a

sourcing hub, they will need to deploy processes to establish such an ERP level database

from base level information such as engineering drawings.

Empirical generalization 4: A bill of material level detailed database on ERP system

aids the deployment of the sourcing hub.

5. Existing Relationships and Local Laws
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Location of the �rm and its hub are important factors in establishing the hub. There may

be local tax rules that a¤ect the logistics costs, as is the case for TML. There may also be

constraints of established supply chain partnerships fuelled by technological dependencies,

like in the case of CNX. These constraints can a¤ect costs and the overall working of the

hub. If the focal �rm (OEM) is already bound by partnerships and physical infrastructure

that cannot be altered, it may a¤ect the value derived from a sourcing hub.

Empirical generalization 5: Existing relationships with suppliers, if deployed via phys-

ical infrastructure, can a¤ect the deployment of the sourcing hub.

These generalizations can be used to analyze how TDCV established its sourcing hub. TDCV

forged relationships with a single steel supplier, and brought in supplies from a large number of

(mostly small) component suppliers. Many of these suppliers (some of whom we visited) have

40�70% of their business with TDCV. TDCV detailed out, at a bill of material level, the raw

material grade, size and weight required for every single component and used these details on its

ERP system to manage day-to-day sourcing operations. There were very few local constraints or

�exibility issues, and the volume of purchases was big enough to achieve savings from RM consoli-

dation. Finally, by deploying a very special component-level costing innovation, the �rm overcame

the double marginalization on the raw material used in its components. All these processes were

woven into its ERP system so that RM purchasing at the sourcing hub was streamlined.

5 Theory Development - Propositions

In this section, we build upon the insights and generalizations from our empirical �ndings to

explore the conditions under which the sourcing hub concept might hold for a �rm outside of

our sample. In doing so, we develop the boundaries of our theory development, develop relevant

constructs, and provide a rationale for the theoretical relationships among these constructs.

5.1 Scope of Propositions

For developing theory from our case studies, it is necessary to de�ne the boundary conditions

of our propositions. We limit the scope of the propositions to manufacturing �rms (i) that

have an assembly process, (ii) that source from many suppliers, and (iii) that have a signi�cant

proportion of raw material costs in the total cost of goods sold. These boundary conditions are

consistent with our sample and our within-case and across-case analyses. We also limit the scope

of the propositions to suppliers to these manufacturing �rms who either supply only to the focal

manufacturing �rms or have a fungible raw material chain for each of their buyers.
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5.2 Supply chain structure

We �rst explore the relationship of the RM to the value added by the sourcing hub. The TML and

TDCV cases show us that negotiations with a single RM supplier can result in cost reductions.

We postulate that this e¤ect is due to the di¤erential purchasing arrangements at the supplier

level. Since the suppliers are dealing one-on-one with the RM supplier, direct purchasing can

result in cost reduction �the RM prices may be brought down to the lowest among the prevailing

prices. This e¤ect is dependent on the number of RM suppliers as well as the value of RM

being contracted. The lower the number of RM suppliers and the higher the value of RM being

contracted, the higher may be the bargaining power of OEM compared to that of each of its direct

suppliers, and the higher the potential of savings.

The above argument may seem counter-intuitive �More RM suppliers should lead to compe-

tition for supplies of RM, and therefore there should be very little possibility of savings. The case

studies however lead us to the argument advanced before. Even in the presence of competition,

RM prices are not necessarily demand dependent. This is evident from the aluminum price move-

ment in India (see Appendix C). The two major suppliers of aluminum in India, Hindalco and

Nalco, are fully vertically integrated. Their overall costs are not dependent on any input sourced

internationally (the Renukoot plant of Hindalco even produces its own electricity). Yet, the price

of �nished aluminum in India �uctuates in accordance with the international prices of Aluminum

(for example the prices at London Metal exchange). The bargaining power of Aluminum producers

seems much higher.

Our case studies show one of the factors contributing to the higher bargaining power of RM

suppliers. Table 1 (TML case) shows that 10 out of 13 suppliers of aluminum have a turnover with

TML of less than Euros 5 million. All of these suppliers have between 30-70% of their business

with TML. These suppliers are therefore much smaller than either TML or Hindalco/Nalco. We

see a similar pattern repeated for CNX and TDCV.

Integrating the above arguments concerning the RM supplies and the supply chain structure,

and the consequences for resulting component level pricing, we can say :

Proposition 1 : As the number of RM suppliers decreases (increases) and the raw material

content in the cost of goods sold increases (decreases), the opportunity for value addition (and for

reducing costs) by developing a sourcing hub increases (decreases).

5.3 Bill of Material Detailing of Raw Material

A speci�c value adding step in developing the sourcing hub is the bill of material level detailing

of RM. We found that the RM detailing on ERP systems is not widespread. The reason given by

the managers, at CNX and TML was "We do not need to know about the RM. It is not needed

for our day-to-day operations. This is not a core issue for us, since our focus is �and must be�on

producing automobiles." Our case study comparisons, however, indicate that such reasoning may
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be preventing managers to capture increased value from their supply chain. There may be value

in not only capturing the RM details, but also using it both for day-to-day operations and for

strategic decisions (such as TML�s decision for choosing an appropriate technology for reducing

costs in its upstream aluminum supply chain). Upstream detailing is a strategic resource for a

�rm �a rare and valuable resource that has a high imitation cost. The knowledge gained from

this detailing is an important competitive lever. Once a �rm has the upstream detailing for all

its procurement, it can take strategic decisions on establishing a sourcing hub and establishing

partnerships with RM suppliers. More importantly, as the knowledge e¤ects of TDCV and TML

show, the detailing of upstream sourcing can aid the design and development routines, by a¤ecting

the complexity of the RM used. Such knowledge about upstream processes can also be useful to

combat changes in the supply chain as in the case of Custbrake.

Combining the above arguments with our empirical generalizations (3 and 4), we can propose:

Proposition 2 : As the extent of detailing for RM, for components sourced from all suppliers,

increases (decreases), the opportunity for value addition (and for reducing costs) by developing a

sourcing hub increases (decreases).

5.4 Existing Technology related Relationships

A speci�c contingency that we identi�ed in our case studies was the e¤ect of existing relationships

of the �rms with their suppliers (empirical generalization 5). The CNX case study tells us that

its current suppliers for molten aluminum (for its inhouse foundry) are situated within a 200 kms

radius of the foundry. Our discussions with CNX managers revealed that it may not be possible

to change such an infrastructure since they were set up via mutually agreed contracts between

CNX and its suppliers. Our discussions with an aluminum supplier of CNX also revealed how

similar technology related investment was done by the aluminum �rm with another automobile

major (Daimler Chrysler). Daimler changed its input material technology for aluminum castings

�from ingot based supplies to molten aluminum based supplies. Such changes are made by OEMs

to obtain cost advantages on the processing of components, but these investments bind the OEM

and the speci�c supplier into a long term relationship, which may or may not be cooperative. The

negative aspect of such a relationship was evident when one of the CNX managers commented

"There is just no way we can change our existing dependence on the molten aluminum suppliers.

They are all perfectly capable of disrupting our production, for months together. We know that

the prices we are paying are high, and we are trying to control it via discussions, but our hands

are really tied up due to the infrastructural bottlenecks which we have created."

Integrating the above observations with our empirical generalizations, we propose:

Proposition 3 : As the extent of technology related relationships with existing direct suppliers

increases (decreases), the opportunity for value addition (and for reducing costs) by developing a

sourcing hub decreases (increases).
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The three propositions we have developed above relate to di¤erent aspects of the sourcing

hub. All the three propositions can be tested empirically. Our propositions can also be tested

via mathematical modeling. The setup of a sourcing hub as in Figure (11) can be modeled as

an assembly system. Using our boundary conditions of many suppliers but few RM suppliers

and signi�cant RM content in the cost of goods sold as assumptions, such modeling can focus on

establishing the share of pro�ts between supply chain partners.

5.5 Conclusions: Regaining control through the sourcing hub

Our research explores the e¤ect of the supply chain partners at the periphery of the �rm - partners,

who may not supply directly to the �rm, but may a¤ect its costs.Our research proposes a speci�c

supply chain structure to capture value from such partners. This is the upstream entity, the

sourcing hub.

The sourcing hub helps in two di¤erent ways. First, it helps control upstream costs �there is

value in sharing knowledge and building relationships with suppliers�suppliers, and this value is

captured in the lower cost of supplies via the sourcing hub. Second, the sourcing hub helps build a

knowledge base �this helps develop collaborative relations between suppliers, reduce complexity

of RM sourcing, and aids new design and development.

Another learning from our case studies is that over time, as �rms outsource their activities,

relationships with some of these stronger players in their supply chain can become weak or even

non-existent. How can managers use our research to develop strategies to mitigate this e¤ect?

Our case studies do not lead us to advocate developing a vertically integrated �rm. Instead,

we suggest that black-box outsourcing, where the parent �rm loses all control (and more critically,

all knowledge) of the outsourced activity and related raw material chain, may not be an optimal

strategy. This kind of outsourcing may, over time, erode the capabilities of the parent �rm.

Some of these capabilities may be extremely valuable � for example, the engineering capability

of foundry processes for Custbrake �while other capabilities may relate directly to operating

costs, such as the RM supplier relationships and cost control capability of the aluminium chain at

CNX and TML. Our work suggests that managers have systematically underestimated the value

that they can add by establishing a minimum level of control over their outsourced activities. A

speci�c way to exercise this control is the sourcing hub.

Our empirical �ndings and theoretical development suggest several promising research oppor-

tunities that can be pursued. First, researchers can test the theoretical propositions posed in this

paper via case-based, survey-based, or analytical research designs. Empirical studies can also focus

on other industries with signi�cant RM supply dependency, such as chemicals. Second, researchers

may consider the issue of a supplier supplying to several OEM�s, which essentially relaxes one of

the boundary conditions and allows enrichment of our theoretical propositions. Third, researchers

can consider the implications of the theoretical propositions from other theoretical perspectives
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(such as knowledge management).
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7 Appendix

7.1 A. Interview List

1. Main Persons interviewed for the TML case study

Mr. Ravikant, MD

Mr. Praveen P Kadle, ED (Finance and Corporate A¤airs)

Mr. RS Thakur, Vice President (Corporate Finance)

Mr. V N Bedekar ,Senior General Manager, Materials

Mr. Amitabh Pal, General Manager, Materials

Mr. B B Parekh, General Manager, Strategic Sourcing

Mr. Atul P Renavikar, Deputy General Manager, Auto Production

Mr. Jaykumar S Chuttar, Asst General Manager, supplier Development

Mr. S S Bhasin, General Manager, Chinchwad Foundry

Mr. Manoj Singh, Divisional Manager, Fully Built Vehicles division

Mr. J S Rakhshe, Manager, Material Pricing, Passenger cars unit

GDC/PDC Suppliers (names withheld)

Hindalco O¢ cials (names wihtheld)

Total visits to site : 4 to Pune plant, 2 to Mumbai head o¢ ce, 1 to Lucknow plant. Contact

period : from October 2005 to date. The �rst author worked for TML from 1997 to 2004 in

sourcing functions

2. Main Persons interviewed for the CNX case study

Names withheld

Total visits to site : 4 . Contact period : From March 2006 to date

3. Main Persons interviewed for the Custbrake case study

Names withheld

Total visits to site : 5 . Contact period : From January 2006 to date

4. Persons interviewed for the TDCV case study

Mr. Kwang-Ok Chae, President & CEO

Mr. C V Singh, Vice-President

Mr. S U K Menon, Vice-President

Mr. Ki-Hee Won, Executive Managing Director, Chief of Purchasing

Mr. Kwan-Kju Kim, Executive Managing director, Chief of Production

Mr. Yogesh S Kulkarni, Deputy General Manager, Strategic Sourcing

Mr. Seung-Wan Lim, Deputy General Manager, Overseas Purchasing

Mr. Han-Jong Cho, Purchasing Team Leader

Mr. Anurup Chatterjee, General Manager, Sales and Marketing
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Vendor  Management at TML
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spare parts

O¢ cials at Posco Distribution centre (names withheld)

O¢ cials at Suppliers (names withheld)

Total visits to site : 2 to Gunsan, South Korea plant. Contact period : From September 2005

to date

7.2 B. Vendor Management process st TML

7.3 C.Aluminum industry in India

India is the seventh largest aluminium consuming market of the world. The domestic demand for

aluminium is around 1200 ktons. There are three primary aluminium producers in India. Hindalco

is the market leader and has the largest integrated operations. The government-owned Nalco is

the second and Balco and Malco (both part of Sterlite Industries, and therefore considered to be

a single player) are the third.

Tables 6,7 and 8 detail the smelting, re�ning and mining capacity of these three producers in

India in kilotons per year (ktpy). The three producers have di¤erent levels of vertical integration
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Aluminum Landed Price movement in India
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Figure 13: Movement of landed aluminum prices in India (In�ation adjusted)

and therefore their ability to control the cost of their input material di¤ers. There are a number

of small smelters and imports that cater to the remaining demand. (See Appendix for a snapshot

of aluminium production and its usage in the automotive industry.)

# Name Plants Production (ktons) Website

2006-07

1 Hindalco Renukoot, Hirakud 442 http://www.hindalco.com

2 Nalco Angul 358 http://www.nalcoindia.com

3 Balco Korba 173 http://www.balcoindia.com

4 Malco Mettur 32 http://malco-india.com

Table 6. Aluminum Smelters of India

Sno Place Capacity Connected to Smelter

(Ktpy)

1 Renukoot 700 Hindalco

2 Belgaum 350 Hindalco

3 Muri 110 Hindalco

4 Damnjodi 1575 Nalco

5 Korba 200 Balco
Table 7. Alumina re�neries in India
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Sno Place Capacity Owned by Smelter

(Ktpy)

1 Chandgad Hindalco

2 Durgmanwadi 4800 Hindalco

3 Lohardaga (Total for all 3 mines) Hindalco

4 Mainpat 500 Balco

5 Koraput 4800 Nalco
Table 8. Bauxite mines in India

7.4 D. Aluminium component applications in the automotive industry

Most aluminium components for automotive applications are castings produced through two tech-

nologies �gravity die casting (GDC) and pressure die casting (PDC). The PDC process can be

further subdivided into high pressure die casting (HPDC) and low pressure die casting (LPDC).

The GDC process is suitable for mass production and mechanical parts, where precision and small

tolerances are required �such as a cylinder head for an automobile engine. The PDC process is

used for most other parts. LPDC is used for components that are symmetric about their axis of

rotation, such as alloy wheels. The HPDC process uses metal molds and is extremely expensive,

so its use is limited to very high volume standardized parts such as instrument panels. These

castings are produced by suppliers that are either pure foundries or joint foundry and machining

centers. Sometimes foundries send out their castings to pure machining suppliers, who deliver the

components to the OEM.

The technology background is important since GDC and PDC di¤er in the constitution of the

basic aluminium alloy they use. The molten aluminium needed for the casting can be derived

from two di¤erent sources. GDC-based foundries use alloy made from pure ingots from a primary

aluminium producer. PDC-based foundries use partially processed recycled aluminium scrap as

major input. GDC-based components provide an OEM with a direct link to the RM producer.

PDC-based components follow a much more complex RM chain, and their study has to take into

account the remanufacturing supply chain.

The di¤erence in the two technologies arises from the nature of the alloy used. For critical

applications, it is imperative that the casting parameters are strictly controlled. This requirement

necessitates the use of a speci�ed proportion of other metals which, when alloyed with aluminium,

will produce the required casting. When virgin aluminium is used as an input material, the casting

alloy can be made to requirements. However, when recycled aluminium is used, it is quite di¢ cult

to control for the presence of impurities and other metals (such as zinc) that can critically a¤ect

the quality of the casting. Therefore, virgin aluminium is generally used for critical components,

where the GDC process is used. The PDC process uses mainly recycled aluminium and a small

percentage of virgin aluminium is added to the alloy to balance it for the required castings.
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7.5 E. The Aluminum industry in Germany

There are no bauxite mines or alumina re�neries in Germany. The country is therefore dependent

upon imports. Table 6 shows the three primary aluminium smelters in Germany, with a combined

capacity of 440,000 tons per year (tpy). Alcan does not have a smelter in Germany but does sell a

lot of primary aluminium, importing from its plants in the Netherlands and France. Hydro closed

down its smelters at Stade and Hamburg during 2006, citing di¢ culties in electricity contracts.

Aleris bought the smelter at Voerde from Corus in 2006. Trimet restarted the Hamburg plant

in January 2007 after buying it from Hydro. Once it is fully operational, this plant will have

a capacity of 133,000 tons of primary aluminium. Overall, primary aluminium sales represent

around 30% of total aluminium sales in Germany; the rest is recycled aluminium.

Sno Firm Place Capacity (�000 tpy)

1 Aleris Voerde 80

2 Hydro Norf (Neuss) 225

3 Trimet Essen, Borbeck 155
Table 6. Primary aluminum smelters in Germany

CNX�s PDC and GDC chains are more complex than those of TML, due to an added factor.

All three of Germany�s primary aluminium producers are also involved in the secondary aluminium

(recycling) business. Hydro�s Neuss plant processes roughly 22,000 tons of secondary aluminium

per year. Aleris, which owns the primary smelter at Voerde, is a global remelting giant �secondary

aluminium production is its main business worldwide. In Germany it operates via its international

arm VAW-IMCO, with recycling centers at Grevenbroich, Deiziasu (near Stuttgart) and Töging

am Inn (near Munich). Aluminium casting alloys are produced in the Deiziasu plant, which also

supplies Daimler-Chrysler. The Töging plant supplies magnesium alloy to CNX�s inhouse foundry

.

Trimet also supplies cast parts to the automotive industry. Therefore, the supply chain from

Trimet to CNX is a double loop �Trimet not only provides RM to some of CNX�s GDC and PDC

foundries, but also supplies components directly to CNX.

7.6 F. World Aluminum industry

There has been a substantial concentration of upstream activities in the past ten years in the

aluminium industry. Four major players have emerged: Rusal, Alcoa, Alcan and Hydro. Industry

analysts expect that consolidation activity within the aluminium industry will continue. There

are three major players who focus mainly on upstream operations �bauxite mining and alumina

re�ning �BHP Billiton (Australia/UK), Rio Tinto Aluminium (Australia), and CVRD (Brazil).

Primary aluminium is smelted from bauxite. Deposits of bauxite ore are mainly found in

Australia, West Africa, Jamaica and Brazil. Bauxite is mined and re�ned into alumina, which is

one of the inputs for primary aluminium. Metal extraction is a two-step process. First, using the
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Bayer process, aluminium hydroxide is extracted from bauxite, under heat pressure. It is then

calcined to aluminium oxide (alumina). The residue is environmentally neutral red mud, which is

deposited. Aluminium oxide is the basic product of the second electrolytic processing phase. A

smelt of alumina and the liqui�er cryolite is separated into liquid aluminium and oxygen by means

of electrical current. Molten aluminium is collated in crucibles and cast as ingots. There have

been many advances in aluminium processing, yet this electricity intensive electrometallurgical

process remains the only way to produce aluminium today.

The worldwide alumina industry produces more than 70 million dry metric tons of bauxite.

Australia is the largest alumina re�ner, and processes nearly one-third of the total alumina in

the world. Very roughly, around �ve tons of bauxite gives two tons of alumina, which in turn

gives around one ton of primary aluminium. Every kilogram of primary metal requires around

16 KwH of electricity. The recycling process uses only about 5% of this �gure to recover �new�

aluminium. For this reason recycled aluminium is very popular in non-critical applications (like

beverage cans). World aluminium capacity and production of aluminium is close to 32 million

tons. Primary production (via smelters) accounts for around 25 million tons, while the rest is

recycled from aluminium scrap.
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